Let's get Headingley cleaned up!
Far too many of the streets and gardens in the area are
strewn with rubbish. Many streets have not been cleaned
for months. This must change.
The Green Party wants to restore the gardens of
Headingley. Many landlords either neglect the gardens of
their properties or simply concrete them over to make an
urban desert. We want to regulate the private rented
sector so that Headingley is once again a green and
pleasant place in which to live. Greens also want to
increase the number of public green places and
Pocket parks.
Transition Headingley
One of the major achievements of the two existing Green
Party councillors in Leeds has been the introduction of an
insulation and solar power scheme. This means putting
solar panels onto council houses and public buildings. The
money received from the national grid is then used to fund
better insulation. The scheme was originally developed by
Green councillors in Kirklees and later imported to Leeds.
We believe the scheme should be substantially expanded.

Stricter planning
Greens understand that people in Headingley feel that
planning permission for more apartments is given too
readily. We know that there are around 5000 empty
rooms in the ward and that new apartment buildings are
not needed. We will ensure that guidelines are strictly
adhered to.
Better transport
Traffic is a major problem in central Headingley. We will
encourage the use of public transport by keeping bus
fares as low as possible. We will also encourage cycling
by making better provisions for cyclists. This could be
by making physically separate cycle lanes to make
cycling safer.
Against the cuts
The Green Party will do everything we can to limit the
impact of Tory/LibDem spending cuts. We believe these
cuts are unnecessary and driven by Tory ideology.

Learn more about our policies go to headingley.greenparty.org.uk.
If you can help with our campaign call us on 0113 226 1876 or email info@headingleygreens.org.uk
You can use this leaflet as a window poster to show your support.
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He is a solicitor and was active in the
campaign to oppose
new pubs in Headingley.

Chris Foren has lived in
and around
Headingley for over 20 years.
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